
VINESSA™ VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
Amplify your sales team and maximize productivity with artificial intelligence.

Every opportunity is valuable to dealerships, but chasing every lead—without 

knowing which ones are most likely to convert—can be costly. And as more 

than three out of four dealers are conducting business beyond their physical 

location, dealerships need to be ready to connect with shoppers at any time.1 

Vinessa helps dealerships increase productivity, so you never miss another 

sales opportunity.

Vinessa, VinSolutions’ Virtual Assistant, can engage with your 

customers after they submit a lead using real-time automated 

responses through email and text. Using data provided by your 

dealership and AI-driven natural language processing, Vinessa can 

answer customer questions about inventory and vehicle features just 

like an employee and schedule appointments. The virtual assistant 

tool can also set follow-up tasks from showroom visits and sales 

appointments for sales personnel in Connect CRM.

Using human-like, two-way communication, Vinessa can guide 

your customers through their buying journey. The virtual assistant 

tool provides your sales staff with qualified leads, enabling your 

dealership to increase productivity without needing to hire 

additional team members. Plus, with the support of your 

Performance Manager, you can be confident your dealership will 

fully leverage this technology to increase conversion rates.

1. Source: 2020 Cox Automotive COVID-19 Consumer & Dealer Impact Studies.



Lead Nurturing

Engage your customers 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Vinessa 

responds to leads after hours and consistently follows up on customer 

conversations, allowing your staff to continue the conversation when 

the customer is closer to converting.

Smart Conversations

Vinessa uses powerful artificial intelligence and natural language processing 

to understand customer questions and engage in productive conversations 

even when salespeople are unavailable. Vinessa can answer questions in 

real-time about inventory and schedule follow-up appointments, moving 

customers down the buying path and keeping your team focused on 

advanced selling tasks.

Flexibility

With customizable settings, you determine how and when you want Vinessa 

to engage and respond to leads. Once a salesperson engages directly with a 

customer, Vinessa will stop all communications.

Reporting

Understand customer interactions with Vinessa with a detailed reporting 

dashboard outlining all conversation activity, and when combined with 

Connect Automotive Intelligence, you can see full Sentiment Analysis. 

The dashboard also provides reporting on Vinessa's customer 

appointments scheduled and sales contributions.

Features
CRM Integration

With robust CRM integration, Vinessa can schedule an appointment 

on your salespeople’s behalf. Conversations are captured within the 

customer record, and it is easy for salespeople to see where customers 

left off with in-CRM alerts.
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